The Experimental Studies on the EOR Effects of Air Injection Displacement in the Low Permeable Reservoirs
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\textbf{A B S T R A C T}

The low permeable oil reservoirs account for a large proportion of the total number of oil reservoirs in the world and the number of them surpass half of the total number of the oil reservoirs in China, it is important to exploit this kind of reservoir effectively. The water flooding exploitive results of these reservoir are usually very poor because of the tiny pores, bad pore connections and so on. However, these problems can be well solved by applying gas injection techniques, especially air injection. In this paper, the EOR effects of the injection parameters such as oxygen content in the injected air, the injection speed etc. were studied by several experiments using independently designed equipments aiming at one low permeable sandstone reservoir in China.

Several conclusions were made from the experiment results: the best recovery effects can be achieved by injecting the deoxygenated air with 8\% of O\textsubscript{2} using the methods of injecting the air slugs and the foaming agent slugs alternately etc.. At last, several formulae about relationships between the EOR and the air injection parameters were revealed. These formulae may offer some references to the air injection process mechanisms studies of the similar oil reservoir.
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1 Introduction

With the development of the petroleum industry, rarely the oil reservoirs with good geological conditions were left after nearly 200 years exploration and exploitation. However, abundant oil and gas resources were still trapped in the oil and gas reservoirs which with inferior initial conditions, among which, a large part of this kind of resources are accounted for by reservoirs with the permeability lower than 50 mD. In China, the oil and gas in place trapped in this kind of reservoirs is over half of the proved reserves. Up till the beginning of 2013, the proved reserves in the reservoirs with low permeability in China was over 53.7×10⁸t, which accounted for 49% of the total reserves and over 65% of the newly proved reserves every year was trapped in this kind of reservoirs(1-4). In the world, the oil in the low permeable reservoirs accounts for more than 65% of the newly proved reserves each year. According to the reasons above, the reservoirs with low permeability will be the prime objectives of the oil and gas exploration and exploitation in the future. What’s more, it is of vital importance to exploit them effectively to relief the domestic and world pressure of the energy demands(5-8).

The properties of the reservoirs with low permeabilities are relatively very bad, the pores and the throats are very small, the anisotropy, heterogeneity and the complicated degree of the reservoir structures are very strong, the initial productivity of the oil reservoir usually very low and it usually decreases quite fast. These are all the disadvantages of the depletive methods to exploit the low permeable oil reservoirs. What’s more, it is very difficult to exploit them by using water drive methods because the severe problems of water sensitivity, water lock, and speed sensitivity will be easily caused. The unified recognitions of the microscopic geological reasons that cause the unsteady production and the low recovery factor have not been achieved. Besides these, the problems such as the big starting pressure in the producing process, the uneven distribution of the formation pressure, the significant differences of the production profiles, the vast existence of the non-linear flow, the low productivities of the well and the fast rising of the water content in the produces liquid after water breakthrough will cause the unsatisfactory water flooding consequences. The low water flooding recovery factors, the abundant of the residual oil in the formation and the
poor simulative accuracy of the seepage models are all the shortcomings of water flooding methods\textsuperscript{(9-13)}. However, technologies such as gas injections, especially high pressure air injection (HPAI) can increase the injectivity of the displacing media, solve the problems of water lock, water sensitivity etc. and have been recognized as the effective methods to exploit the reservoirs with low permeability\textsuperscript{(14, 15)}.

The technologies of air injection are a new kind of safe, environment protective and effective EOR technologies with broad prospects which were developed within recent decades. They represent a brand new kind of EOR methods with increasing application trends on matter in sandstone oil reservoirs or carbonate reservoirs\textsuperscript{(16, 17)}. The oil was oxidized spontaneously by the air injected into the oil reservoir under high pressure in the process of this kind of technologies. The flue gas which was mainly composed by CO\textsubscript{2} and N\textsubscript{2} was generated at the same time when the components of the oil and the injected air were changed. After mixing with the other gas in the reservoir, the flue gas and other gas will form the gas mixture that will act as the main force to drive the oil\textsuperscript{(18-23)}.

2 The EOR mechanisms and Some Problems of air injection in Oil Reservoirs

2.1 EOR mechanisms

2.1.1 Low Temperature Oxidation Reactions

After the air was injected into the oil reservoirs, the oxygen in the injected air will react with the components in the oil under or a little higher than the temperature of the reservoir and cause the physical and chemical changes of the components in the oil and gas phases, these kinds of spontaneously occurred reactions are usually called Low Temperature Oxidation (LTO). In the processes of LTO, the oil components will be involved in the dehydrogenation reactions and oxygenation reactions. As a result, lots of water, CO\textsubscript{2}, and the derivatives of the hydrocarbon such as ketones, aldehydes and ethers will be produced. The main processes are shown in Fig. 1\textsuperscript{(24-26)}. 
It can be concluded from Fig. 1 that after the air was injected into the reservoir, the media in the reservoir to displace the oil is the flue gas composed by the CO, CO₂, N₂ and other evaporative light hydrocarbon components which are generated by the oxidation reactions between the oil and oxygen in the injected air. The degree of the LTO reactions depends on the pressure, temperature, the components of the oil, water, gas, minerals and the oxygen concentration in the injected air. Finally, the flue gas will displace the oil, this process combines the mechanisms of increasing the sweep coefficient, decreasing the surface tension and miscible flooding, finally, the effects of EOR can be achieved\(^{27-29}\).

### 2.1.3 Air-Foam Flooding

Because the viscosity of the air in the air injection technology is much lower than that of the oil, which means the injected gas will gather at the top of the reservoir. What’s more, the adverse mobility ratio will be generated (M>1) because of the flowability of the gas is much better than that of the oil, which means as the flooding processes goes on, many adverse phenomena such as fingering, gas channeling and gravity overlap will be generated and leave many dead oil zones in the reservoirs. Hence, the recovery factor will be reduced severely and even creat some pathways with high permeabilities connecting the injection wells and the production wells. What’s worse, these non-piston flooding phenomena will more severe if the reservoir contains fractures or different layers with large permeability differences.

In order to solve the problems of fast channeling of the injected gas in the reservoir, foam was always employed as a disperse system to control the channeling of the gas. Up till now, two methods of foaming were used in the oil field: one is to foam on the surface on the ground and another is to foam in the reservoir underground. Because the foam created on the ground will
broken and be defoamed because of the shear in the process of the injection, the methods of foaming underground in the reservoir are more efficient. During the process of injecting foam, the gas and the foaming agents slugs were injected into the reservoir alternatingly, the foam will be created when the gas passes through the porous media, such as rock, into the already injected foaming agents. Sometimes, polymer gel is injected along with the foaming agents in order to increase the foam abilities of blocking and prevent the gas channeling\textsuperscript{(30-32)}.

Overall, the mechanisms of foam flooding are as follows:

(1) Gas resistance effects

The injected water firstly enter the larger pores according to the Darcy’s Law and drive the oil in them out in the water flooding processes and this will cause lots of residual oil was left in the smaller pores in the unflooded area. The flow speed of the fluid in the bigger pores is slower than that in the smaller pores, which will cause the shearing rates in the bigger pores are smaller than those in the smaller pores. This will make the foam viscosity in the larger pores larger than that in the smaller pores because of the non-newtonian and pseudoplastic fluid characteristics of the foam. Consequently, the foam will enter the smaller pores of the unflooded area first and achieve the goal of adjusting the water adsorption profiles, hence, the macroscopic sweeping coefficient $E_V$ will be enhanced.

(2) Ameliorate the mobility ratio

Due to the larger apparent viscosity of the foam in the larger pores, it can achieve the effects of polymer flooding to some extent, which can increase the viscosity of the injected fluid, reduce its flowability and adjust the water adsorption profiles. Finally, the fingering and non-piston flooding phenomena will be reduced and the recovery factor can be enhanced.

(3) Increase the sweeping coefficient

The resistances of foam seeping in the formation include internal friction of the liquid phase, the resistance caused by the collision of the liquid droplets with the gas and the resistances caused by Jamin effects due to the shrinks of the seeping tunnels. At this time, the flow resistance will be increased by the existence of the foam and the flooding in the high permeable layers will be slowed down, then the flooding effects in the low permeable layers can be increased.

(4) Enhance the microscopic flooding efficiency

Due to the long contacting time of the oil and the formation rock, the surface of the formation
will be changed into oil-wet surface. What’s more, the adsorption extent of the oil on the rock surface can be increased by the heterogeneity of the reservoir. However, the foaming agents in the injected foam system is a good kind of surfactant, the wettability of the rock surface can be largely ameliorated by the unique amphiphilic molecular structure of the foaming agents molecules. The surface of the reservoir rock can be turned from oil wetting into water wetting by this kind of molecular, and then, the adsorbed oil can be easily washed down. What’s more, the oil film on the surface of the reservoir rock can be stripped away through emulsification effects. Finally, the microscopic driving efficiency $E_D$ can be improved.

(5) Selective blockage

Due to the bizarre foam system characters: stable when mixed with water and defoam when mixed with oil, when the foam is injected into the formation, it will exist stably at the parts where are thoroughly water flooded and with higher water saturation. At these parts of the reservoir, the blockage effects of the foam system can be well exerted. While at the high oil saturated parts of the reservoir, the foams will break spontaneously. These will relatively reduce the resistance of water flooding in the unflooded area of the reservoir and make it easier for the displacing fluid to enter the unflooded parts of the reservoir. Finally, the goals of ameliorating the water adsorption profiles can be achieved$^{(33-42)}$.

2.2 Existing Problems

There are still several problems in applying the air injection techniques in the low permeable oil reservoir:

1. Little references about the applicabilities and the results about applying the air injection technologies in this kind of reservoirs could be found.
2. Further studies about the parameters about the air injection processes in this kind of reservoirs are still needed.
3. There are no references about the relationships about the recovery factor and the parameters of air injection process.
4. The methods of injecting air are still needed to be optimized.

The problems above are still to be studied and solved via some experiments in this study.

3 The Dynamic Oxidation and Flooding Experiments of the Oil
3.1 Oil Reservoir Characteristics

The target reservoir of this study is an offshore oil reservoir in China, which area is over 115km². Up till now, the average pressure of the reservoir is 23MPa, the temperature ranges from 90℃ to 110℃. The rock permeability is less than 40mD, so it is a low permeable oil reservoir. The exploitative results of water flooding were very bad, however, if the depletive methods are employed, the reservoir will witness a quick pressure dropdown, the sweeping area will be restrained within a narrow area around the injector. Finally, a big amount of residual oil will be left in the formation and the final recovery factor will be very low. Due to the reasons above, the air injection technologies are selected to exploit this low permeable oil reservoir.

3.2 Experimental Equipment

The self-designed isothermal sand packing flooding system was used in the experiments, the flow chart is shown in Fig. 2. Among the equipments, the inner length of the sand packed tube is 100cm, the inner diameter is 38mm, its pressure limit is over 60MPa. The temperature limit of the isothermal incubator is over 300℃; the pressure limit of the high pressure pump is over 90MPa. The pipes connect each equipment are made from hastelloy alloy with 4 mm outer diameter and pressure limits over 40MPa. The temperature limit of the pressure-temperature sensors is more than 300℃ and the pressure limit of the back-pressure valve is over 35 MPa. All the equipments can fulfill the demands of the experiments.

![Fig. 2. The flow chart of the experimental equipment](image-url)

All kinds of the fluid, including formation water and oil samples used in the experiments are...
sampled from the production sites of the target reservoir. The wax concentration of the oil is relatively high, which ranges from 25% to 36%, so the oil viscosity is sensitive to the change of the temperature, the relationship of oil viscosity and the temperature are shown in Fig. 3. From 10°C to 200°C, the viscosity decreases dramatically as the temperature rises due to the high content of the wax, from over 3600 mPa·s in 10°C to less than 0.1 mPa·s in 200°C, and when the temperature is over 500°C, the viscosity levels out around 0.005 mPa·s. As for the reservoir condition, the oil viscosity changes within the range from 0.98 mPa·s to 1.15 mPa·s.

The components and their concentration in the formation oil were measured by means of chromatography analyses, as are shown in Fig. 4. In Fig. 4, every saturated hydrocarbon is represented by the letter “C” and the number of carbon atoms in their molecules for short.

Fig. 3. The viscosity-temperature relationship curve of the oil sample

Fig. 4. The components and content of the oil sample
3.3 Experimental Procedures

3.3.1 Optimization of the Oxygen Concentration in the Injected Air

The oil, injected water samples from the target oil reservoir and the deoxygenated air which are common used in the oil field (the oxygen concentration are 8%, 10%, 21% and pure nitrogen) were used to carry out the displacement experiments in order to select the best oxygen concentration. The injected air are bought from a gas corporation which provide gas for the oil field.

Four displacement experiments were carried out using the equipment depicted in the Fig. 2. In every experiment, one kind of the deoxygenated air mentioned above was used to displace the oil in the sand packed tube. The procedures are as follows:

1. Tightly packed the tube with 2kg formation sand and then measured the porosity and permeability after the formation water was saturated into the tube.
2. Connected the tube with other equipments, as are shown in Fig. 2, saturated it with formation water under the experimental condition (23MPa and 105°C) and then saturated it with oil sample.
3. The ageing processes were simulated by leaving the tube in the isothermal incubator for 24 hours.
4. Set the back-pressure valve pressure at 23MPa, the flooding processes were carried out with the water injection velocity of 2ml/min under the experiment condition (23MPa, 105°C) until the out flow fluid water cut was over 98%.
5. The gas flooding procedures were carried out by injecting the deoxygenated air with different oxygen concentration (8%, 10%, 21% and nitrogen) using high-pressure pump at the speed of 0.3 ml/min until on liquid was driven out at the outlets of the equipment.
6. The ageing process of the tube was repeated for another 12 hours in the isothermal incubator after it was flooded by gas.
7. The secondary water flooding after gas flooding and gas–water alternated flooding processes were simulated by injecting water at the constant speed (2ml/min) until the produced liquid water cut was over 98%, then the chromatography analysis were done.
8. The best oxygen concentration was optimized via comparing the recovery factor of each experiment in order to continue the experiments.

3.3.2 Oxidation Time Optimization

The experiments were carried out using the equipment shown in Fig. 2, the first four steps were the same as those in the first group of experiment.

The optimized deoxygenated air was injected into the tube until the pressure was built up to
23MPa and let the oil reacted with the deoxygenated air for 30 days, the liquid and gas samples were got every other 12 hours during the experiment to carry out the chromatographic analyses.

3.3.3 Injection Rate Optimization

The experiments were carried out using the equipments shown in Fig. 2, the first four steps were the same as those in the first group of experiment.

Inject the deoxygenated air at different rate such as 0.02ml/min, 0.05ml/min, 0.1ml/min, 0.15ml/min, 0.2ml/min, 0.3ml/min, 0.4ml/min and 0.5ml/min under the experimental condition by adjusting the valve, the optimized injection rate was got by analyzing the final recovery factor.

3.3.4 Crude Oil LTO under Different Temperature Studies

Four groups of experiments were carried out, the first four steps were the same as those of the first experiment, the only differences are the experimental temperatures were set as 95°C, 105°C, 110°C and 120°C respectively.

The optimized deoxygenated air was injected to drive the oil under the condition of 23MPa until no liquid was produced from the outlets. The differences between the LTO reactions under different temperatures were got by comparing the concentration changes of the components.

3.3.5 Different Injection Methods Optimization

3.3.5.1 Gas–Water Alternated Flooding Methods

The first four steps of the first groups of experiments were repeated.

Then, the gas flooding processes were simulated by injecting the optimized deoxygenated air under the optimized injecting rate until no liquid was produced at the outlets.

The tube was rested in the incubator to simulate the aging processes for 12 hours.

Secondary water flooding was carried out under the same condition until the liquid water cut from the outlets was over 98% and then the chromatography analyses were carried out. The recovery factor of each stage were calculated by measuring the oil volume.

3.3.5.2 Air-Foam Flooding Methods

The first four steps were the same as the first experiment.

Underground foaming processes were simulated by injecting 0.03PV of foaming agents solution after 0.03PV of the selected deoxygenated air slug was injected into the tube. Then, foam slugs were generated in the tube to drive the oil, these processes were repeated until the injected fluid
breakthrough at the outlets.

The aging processes were conducted by leaving the tube in the incubator for 12 hours.

The processes of water flooding after foam injection was conducted by injecting water at the speed of 2 ml/min until the water cut of the produced liquid was over 98%.

3.3.6 The effects of the Reservoir Heterogeneity

The formation heterogeneity effects on the dynamic oil oxidation were studied in this group of experiments. According to the permeability ratio definition: \( J_k = \frac{K_{MAX}}{K_{MIN}} \), three groups of experiments were carried out in order to study the heterogeneity effects on the oil oxidation under the circumstances of \( J_k \) is 2, 3, and 5. In each experiment, two parallelly connected sand packed tubes were flooded simultaneously, all the experimental equipments and flow chart are shown in Fig. 5.

![Flow Chart of Experimental Equipments](image)

Fig. 5. The flow chart of the experimental equipments

The first four steps of the first experiment were repeated.

The foaming agents and the optimized deoxygenated air were injected in the best methods to carry out the foam flooding until the injected fluid breakthrough at the outlets.

Formation water was injected at a constant rate until the produced fluid water cut at the outlets was over 98% to simulate secondary water flooding, then some chromatographic analyses were carried out. The reservoir heterogeneity effects were analyzed by comparing the recovery factor of each group of experiments.

4 Experimental Results Analyses

4.1 Oxygen Concentration Optimization Results

The sand packed tube properties in each experiment were shown in Table 1.
Table 1 Sand Packed Tube Properties

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>O$_2$ Concentration (%)</th>
<th>Pore Volume (ml)</th>
<th>Oil Volume (ml)</th>
<th>Water Volume (ml)</th>
<th>Oil Saturation (%)</th>
<th>Procity (%)</th>
<th>Permeability (mD)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>395</td>
<td>333</td>
<td>62</td>
<td>84</td>
<td>34.90</td>
<td>46.76</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>405</td>
<td>340</td>
<td>65</td>
<td>84.0</td>
<td>35.73</td>
<td>47.87</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>412</td>
<td>330</td>
<td>82</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>36.30</td>
<td>47.37</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21</td>
<td>402</td>
<td>360</td>
<td>42</td>
<td>90</td>
<td>35.5</td>
<td>46.78</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The relationships of the total injected air PV and the total EOR and the EOR of the injected air are depicted in Fig. 6 and Fig. 7 respectively. According to the results, the air with oxygen concentration of 21% can increase the oil recovery factor by the largest degree, which was more than 10.5% and the total volume of the injected air is the least when the recovery factor came to a stable state. What’s more, the reaction rate with oil was the fastest due to the highest oxygen concentration and the rate of EOR was also the most rapid. The EOR extent of air with 8% and 10% oxygen concentration were similar, which were a little less than 10.5%, just a little inferior to that of the air with 21% of oxygen concentration. However, due to the absence of the oxidability, the oxidative reactions cannot occur among the nitrogen and the hydrocarbon components in the oil. The effects achieved by the injected nitrogen were only the supplements of the reservoir energies by volume expansion, so the EOR degree of injecting nitrogen was the lowest.

![Fig. 6. The total recovery factor versus the total injected gas volume](image-url)
Fig. 8 shows the recovery factor in each flooding stage. Conclusions can be made that the recovery factor were nearly the same in the first water flooding stage, however, in the air injection stage, the recovery factor rose along with the increase of the oxygen concentration in the injected air. But when the oxygen concentration of the injected air is over 8%, the increase of the recovery factor was not obvious, what’s more, in terms of safety of the production, the safety limits of the oxygen concentration on the produced gas in the air injection processes should be less than 9% according to some references\(^1, 2, 51, 52\).

According to Fig. 8, the recovery factor of each stages rose with the increase of the oxygen concentration in the injected air, however, when the oxygen concentration is over 8%, the recovery factor increased more and more slowly and unnoticeably. Taking the erosion and the oxidation of the pipeline, the equipments and the safety into consideration, the oxygen concentration should be...
as low as possible on the premise that the EOR results are nearly the same. So, the optimized oxygen concentration was 8%.

As for nitrogen, because of its absence of oxidative effects to the hydrocarbon, the analyses were mainly focus on the experimental results of the air with 8%, 10% and 21% of oxygen. According to the experiments, the equation about the relationship of the EOR degree, the oxygen concentration in the injected air and the PV of the injected air was derived, as is shown in formula (1):

$$\text{EOR} = [6.5073 - 0.973 \ln(C_{O2})] \ln(V_{air}) - 0.278 \ln(C_{O2}) + 18.495$$ (1)

Where EOR is enhanced oil recovery, %. $C_{O2}$ is the oxygen concentration in the injected air, %. $V_{air}$ is the total volume of the injected air under surface conditions, PV. $\ln(x)$ is the logarithm function with e as its base.

The comparisons of experimental results and the calculation results of formulae (1) are depicted in Fig. 9, 10 and 11. The comparisons show that most of the calculational results fit the experimental results very well, which means Formula (1) is accurate and reliable.
4.2 Oxidative Reaction Time Optimization Results

The best time of oxidation were got by analyzing the changing trends of the oxygen and CO$_2$ concentration curve, the oxygen consumption rates of the parts from near to far from the injection point were shown from Fig. 12 to Fig. 16. In these figures, only the curve within the first 168 hours (7 days) of the reaction were depicted because of the stability of the curve after 168 hours (7 days).

![Fig. 12. The oxygen consumption of each outlet](image1)

![Fig. 13. The oxygen concentration of each outlet](image2)

![Fig. 14. The CO$_2$ concentration of each outlet](image3)
It can be seen from Fig. 12 to Fig. 16 that with in the first 168 hours (7 days) of the experiments, the consumption of oxygen and the generation of the CO₂ were quite fierce, among which the oxygen concentration decreased for nearly 1% and the CO₂ concentration rose for over 0.12%. These denoted that the oxygen and CO₂ was the mainly gaseous reactant and resultant respectively. After the 168th hour of the experiments, rarely did the concentration of these two kinds of gas change, which can be proved by the Fig. 15 and Fig. 16. In these two figures, the average generation and consumption rate of CO₂ and O₂ are shown. Finally, the best oxidation time of the LTO reactions was determined as the 168 hours (7 days) after the reactions began.

4.3 Oxygen Injection Rate Optimization Results

The original properties of the sand packed tube are shown in Table 2.

The recovery factor of the water flooding, deoxygenated air flooding and secondary water flooding were depicted in Fig. 17. Conclusions can be made that with the increment of the air injection rate, the trend of the recovery factor was increase gradually at first, then followed by a slow drop down. The peak of the recovery factor showed up as 50.06% when the injection rate was
0.3ml/min and the EOR of the air injection was also the largest value: 10.441%. While, when the injection rate exceeded 0.3ml/min, the recovery factor and the EOR of the air injection both demonstrated a decline due to the gas channeling according to the analyses. So, the optimized air injection rate was chosen as 0.3ml/min.

![Figure 17: The Recovery Factor of Different Driving Stage under Different Air Injection Rate](image)

The water cut and recovery factor of the optimized injection rate (0.3ml/min) are depicted in Fig. 18. From Fig. 18, it can be seen that the produced fluid water cut increased rapidly when the at the beginning of the water flooding period (water injected volume ≤ 0.23PV), then it fluctuated dramatically and rose gradually to more than 99% when the injected water was over 1.54PV. Meanwhile, the recovery factor grew up to 14.09% relatively fast at first when the injected water volume was less than 0.23PV, then followed by a long-term increase to approximate 34.06% slowly when the injected water volume reached 1.34PV and at this moment the water flooding period came to an end. The water injection was ceased when the total water injection volume reached 1.54PV, the air was injected into the tube and the air injection period started. The water cut dropped down dramatically from 99.36% to 21.55% within 0.03PV of injected air. After that, the water cut fluctuated up and down until it reached 85% when the total air injection volume reached 0.3PV and broke through at the outlet, this meant the air injection period ended. During the air injection period,
the recovery factor jumped from 34.24 to 49.12, which meant the air injection method EOR was 14.88. When the secondary water flooding period began, the water cut rose quickly from 85% to 98.51 after the water was injected 0.13PV and then leveled out around 98.9. The recovery factor increased slightly from 49.12% to 50.06% during this period. Totally speaking, the air injection technique can effectively control the water cut and enhance the recovery factor by 14.08%.

Fig. 18. The Water Cut and Recovery Factor of the Optimized Air Injection Rate Experiment

Table 2 The original properties of the sand packed tube

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Gas Injection Rate (ml/min)</th>
<th>Pore Volume (ml)</th>
<th>Oil Volume (ml)</th>
<th>Water Volume (ml)</th>
<th>Oil Saturation (%)</th>
<th>Prosinity (%)</th>
<th>Permeability (mD)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0.02</td>
<td>407</td>
<td>336</td>
<td>71</td>
<td>82.555</td>
<td>35.887</td>
<td>47.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.05</td>
<td>408</td>
<td>341</td>
<td>67</td>
<td>83.578</td>
<td>35.975</td>
<td>46.75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>410</td>
<td>340</td>
<td>70</td>
<td>82.927</td>
<td>36.152</td>
<td>50.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.15</td>
<td>411</td>
<td>336</td>
<td>75</td>
<td>81.752</td>
<td>36.24</td>
<td>40.87</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>420</td>
<td>352</td>
<td>68</td>
<td>83.81</td>
<td>37.033</td>
<td>45.94</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.3</td>
<td>405</td>
<td>340</td>
<td>65</td>
<td>83.951</td>
<td>35.711</td>
<td>47.71</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.4</td>
<td>418</td>
<td>349</td>
<td>69</td>
<td>83.493</td>
<td>36.857</td>
<td>42.37</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>402</td>
<td>344</td>
<td>58</td>
<td>85.572</td>
<td>35.446</td>
<td>45.57</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

After the experimental results were studied, some formulae describe the relationships of the EOR and air injection parameters of different condition were brought out, as were shown from formula (2) to formula (7). In order to broaden their application in the oil field, the unit of air injection rate and the total volume of the injected air at surface were converted into PV/min and PV respectively.

EOR=\(-189665.997833476\Phi^2 R_{air}^2+7096.867232\Phi R_{air} +43.952)\ln(1+ V_{air})-7524.32163615

\[644\Phi^2 R_{air}^2+72.55109416\Phi R_{air}\]

\(0 \leq R_{air} \leq 0.00025\text{PV/min}, \ 0 \leq V_{air} \leq 0.09\ \text{PV}\) \(\ (2)\)
EOR=(-28927.2448291108\Phi^2 R_{air}^2+610.5926564\Phi R_{air}+5.8023)\ln(1+V_{air})-32654.77724

36824\Phi^2 R_{air}^2+756.411242\Phi R_{air}+2.9608

(0\leq R_{air}\leq 0.00025 PV/min, \ 0.09 PV < V_{air} \leq 0.18 PV) \quad (3)

EOR=(929531.712978072R_{air}^2-23959.63498R_{air} +230.83)\ln(1+V_{air})-118.2119897072

\Phi^2 R_{air}^2+22.3534088\Phi R_{air}

(0.00025 PV /min < R_{air} \leq 0.0005PV /min, \ 0 \leq V_{air} \leq 0.09 PV) \quad (4)

EOR=(-333010.884482772\Phi^2 R_{air}^2+9435.700314\Phi R_{air} -48.386)\ln(1+V_{air})+103651.356366

309\Phi^2 R_{air}^2-2752.121766\Phi R_{air} +23.304

(0.00025PV /min < R_{air} \leq 0.0005PV /min, \ 0.09 PV < V_{air} \leq 0.18 PV) \quad (5)

EOR=(-15932.92035184\Phi^2 R_{air}^2+847.2531376\Phi R_{air} +67.544)\ln(1+V_{air})-97651.0562097548

\Phi^3 R_{air}^3+6757.22861599124\Phi^2 R_{air}^2-104.1043136\Phi R_{air}

(0.0005PV/min < R_{air} \leq 0.0013ml/min, \ 0 \leq V_{air} \leq 0.09 PV) \quad (6)

EOR=(-73901.767260974\Phi^2 R_{air}^2+3333.17437\Phi R_{air}+11.906)\ln(1+V_{air})+2173.4302238014

\Phi^2 R_{air}^2-23.294247\Phi R_{air}+1.9784

(0.0005PV/min < R_{air} \leq 0.0013ml/min, \ 0.09 PV < V_{air} \leq 0.18PV) \quad (7)

Where \Phi is the porosity of the rock, %. \ R_{air} is the rate of air injection under the surface condition, PV/min. \ V_{air} is the total volume of injected air at the surface condition.

The Comparisons of EOR experimental results and the calculational results of formulae (2) to formulae (7) are depicted from Fig.19 to Fig. 26. It can be concluded from the comparisons that the calculational results basically match the experimental results, which means these formulae are reliable and can be used in the air injection EOR studies.
Fig. 19. The EOR Experimental and Calculation Results Comparison (Air Injection Rate 0.02ml/min)

Fig. 20. The EOR Experimental and Calculation Results Comparison (Air Injection Rate 0.05ml/min)

Fig. 21. The EOR Experimental and Calculation Results Comparison (Air Injection Rate 0.1ml/min)

Fig. 22. The EOR Experimental and Calculation Results Comparison (Air Injection Rate 0.15ml/min)

Fig. 23. The EOR Experimental and Calculation Results Comparison (Air Injection Rate 0.2ml/min)

Fig. 24. The EOR Experimental and Calculation Results Comparison (Air Injection Rate 0.3ml/min)
4.4 Oxidation Reaction Under Different Temperature Results

The physical properties of the sand packed tube are listed in Table 3.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Temperature (℃)</th>
<th>PV (ml)</th>
<th>Oil Volume (ml)</th>
<th>Water Volume (ml)</th>
<th>Oil Saturation (%)</th>
<th>Porosity (%)</th>
<th>Permeability (mD)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>95</td>
<td>404</td>
<td>342</td>
<td>71</td>
<td>82.555</td>
<td>35.887</td>
<td>47.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>105</td>
<td>405</td>
<td>340</td>
<td>67</td>
<td>83.578</td>
<td>35.975</td>
<td>46.75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>110</td>
<td>412</td>
<td>346</td>
<td>70</td>
<td>82.927</td>
<td>36.152</td>
<td>50.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>120</td>
<td>4107</td>
<td>343</td>
<td>75</td>
<td>81.752</td>
<td>36.24</td>
<td>40.87</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The total recovery factor and the EOR of air injection in each experiment are depicted and listed in Fig. 27 and Table 4.

![Fig. 27. The water flooding recovery factor, EOR of different flooding stage and Total Recovery Factor of Experiments Under Different Temperature](image-url)

Table 3. The original properties of the sand packed tube
Table 4. The total recovery factor and the air injection EOR of each experiment

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Temperature (℃)</th>
<th>Total Recovery Factor (％)</th>
<th>Air Injection EOR (％)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>95</td>
<td>46.94</td>
<td>7.62</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>105</td>
<td>50.06</td>
<td>10.44</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>110</td>
<td>52.56</td>
<td>9.65</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>120</td>
<td>53.63</td>
<td>10.51</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Conclusions can be made from Fig. 27 that the total recovery rose with the increment of the temperature, which that the higher the temperature is, the more thoroughly the oxidation of the oil will be. However, as the temperature increase, the increment of the total recovery factor gradually slowed down, which demonstrated that the influences of temperature increment were diminishing. Conclusions can be made from these group of experiments that the oil can be best oxidized under the temperature of 105℃ and the positive correlation relationships between the extent of air injection EOR and the reaction temperature were revealed by this group of experiments.

4.5 Different Injection Methods Optimization Results

The properties of the sand packed tubes in the three groups of experiments are showed in Table 5. In the processes of foam injection, 5 slugs of air and 4 slugs of foaming agents solution whose volume were all 0.03 PV were injected alternatively into the tube to form four foam slugs. According to the results of experimental studies above, deoxygenated air with 8% of oxygen was injected to drive the oil under 23MPa and 105℃ in the methods of water flooding-air foam flooding -secondary water flooding. The recovery factor of each stage were listed in Table 6 and the recovery factor and the EOR of each stage were also depicted in Fig. 28.

Table 5. The original properties of the sand packed tube

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Length(cm)</th>
<th>Prossity(％)</th>
<th>Permeability(mD)</th>
<th>PV(mL)</th>
<th>Oil Volume(mL)</th>
<th>Water Volume(mL)</th>
<th>S_o(％)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>100</td>
<td>35.3</td>
<td>46.1</td>
<td>400</td>
<td>360</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>90</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 6. The recovery factor and eor of the air foam flooding

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Total Recovery Factor (％)</th>
<th>Water Flooding</th>
<th>Air-Foam Flooding</th>
<th>Secondary Water Flooding</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>EOR (％)</td>
<td>35.56</td>
<td>50.47</td>
<td>62.06</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EOR (％)</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>14.91</td>
<td>11.59</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Conclusions can be made from Table 6 and Fig. 28 that a higher recovery factor can be obtained by applying the air foam injection methods compared to the only usage of air injection methods. The reasons lie in the selective blocking characters of the foam, which means the foam can block the large seepage passages of the water rather than the small seepage passages of oil. So, the seepage passages with larger permeability formed in the early exploitive period can be blocked up and the water adsorption profiles can be adjusted at the same time. What’s more, the mobility ratio of the water and the oil can be reduced, the sweep efficiency can be enhanced and the oil in the dead oil zones can be flooded out. Besides these, microscopically speaking, the foaming agents are also a kind of surfactant which can ameliorate the wettability of the formation rock. That’s to say, the originally oil-wet rock can be turned into water-wet rock and the oil droplets adsorbed on the surface of the rock can be washed away more easily. These will all result in the increase of the microscopic flooding efficiency $E_D$. Finally, the recovery factor of the oil can be enhanced macroscopically and microscopically.

Two formulae reveal the relationships of the enhanced oil recovery in the air-foam flooding stage and the parameters of the experiments such as the air injection rate, the volume of the injected fluid and the permeability of the tube were deduced, as are depicted in formula (8) and formula (9):

$$EOR_{air} = \left[ \frac{3190.81397166231 \times \phi \times R_{air}}{K(2209.7V_F^2 - 389.04V_F^2 + 8.3741V_F + 1.1355)} \right] e^{-0.336333E_W V_F}$$

$$EOR_{Foam} = \left( \frac{0.61714092195517 \times \phi \times R_F}{K} \right) e^{-0.098828976E_G V_F}$$
Where $EOR_{air}$ is the EOR of the injected air slugs in the air-foam flooding stage, %. $K$ is the permeability of the reservoir rock, mD. $V_F$ is the total volume of the injected fluid, PV. $E_W$ is the EOR of the water injection period, %. $EOR_{Foam}$ is the EOR of the injected foaming agents solution slugs in the air-foam flooding stage, %. $R_F$ is the rate of injecting foaming agents solution, PV/min. $E_G$ is the EOR of the gas injection period, %.

The comparisons of air injection and foam injection EOR experimental results and the calculational results of formulae (8) and (9) are depicted in Fig. 29 and Fig. 30 respectively. From the comparison results, it can be seen that the most of calculational results of formulae (8) and (9) can match the experimental results, which means formulae (8) and (9) are reliable.

4.6 Formation Heterogeneity Effects Studies Results

The sand packed tube properties in the three groups of the experiments are listed in Table 7.

**Table 7.** The original properties of the sand packed tubes

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Ratio</th>
<th>$K$ (mD)</th>
<th>$V_p$ (ml)</th>
<th>$V_o$ (ml)</th>
<th>$V_w$ (ml)</th>
<th>$S_o$ (%)</th>
<th>$\phi$ (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1:2</td>
<td>49.23</td>
<td>408</td>
<td>343</td>
<td>65</td>
<td>84.06863</td>
<td>35.97519</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>102.16</td>
<td>403</td>
<td>345</td>
<td>58</td>
<td>85.60794</td>
<td>35.53432</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1:3</td>
<td>46.26</td>
<td>415</td>
<td>363</td>
<td>52</td>
<td>87.46988</td>
<td>36.59241</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>158.38</td>
<td>420</td>
<td>362</td>
<td>58</td>
<td>86.19048</td>
<td>37.03328</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1:5</td>
<td>48.92</td>
<td>416</td>
<td>363</td>
<td>53</td>
<td>87.25962</td>
<td>36.68059</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>243.83</td>
<td>426</td>
<td>336</td>
<td>90</td>
<td>78.87324</td>
<td>37.56233</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

According to the results above, air with 8% of oxygen was injected in the optimized method to flood the two parallely connected sand packed tubes, the recovery factor of each tube in the process were depicted in Fig. 31.
Conclusions can be made according to the Fig. 31 that the total recovery factor of the tube with larger permeability in each experiment is larger than that of the tube with a lower permeability, and so does the EOR of the air-foam flooding. What’s more, the larger the permeability ratio was, the larger the degree of EOR will be after some EOR measures were taken, especially the tube with larger permeability. The reasons of these phenomena were the flow velocity was small at first in the low permeable tube of the group which has the larger permeability ratio, the oil in the low permeable tube was well preserved and the flow velocity in the other tube in the same group which has a larger permeability was fast and the oil was displaced thoroughly under the same driving pressure difference. While in the air-foam driving processes, oil in the low permeable tube was displaced to a better degree due to the blocking effects of the foam. The larger the permeability ratio was, the better the tube with larger permeability was blocked and the low permeable tube can share a larger displacing pressure difference relatively. According to the Darcy’s law, the bigger the pressure difference is, the larger the fluid velocity will be, and the better the oil will be displaced in the tube, finally the better EOR effects can be achieved.

The formulae describing the relationship among the EOR ratio of the two tubes within one group and other parameters in the experiment such as permeability ratio, pressure and the volume of the injected fluid were deduced, which are shown as formulae (10) and (11):

\[
\frac{R_{KB}}{R_{KS}} = \frac{\Delta P}{109.2637} \ln(J_K) + 1.1557506 \left( \frac{V_{FA}}{V_{FA} + V_{air}} \right) \quad (10)
\]

\[
\frac{EOR_{KB}}{EOR_{KS}} = \frac{\Delta P}{37.21081} \ln(J_K) + 1.297085 \left( \frac{V_{FA}}{V_{FA} + V_{air}} \right) \quad (11)
\]

Where \( R_{KB} \) is the final recovery factor of the tube with bigger permeability, %. \( R_{KS} \) is the final...
recovery factor of the tube with smaller permeability, %. \( \Delta P \) is the pressure difference, MPa. \( J_k \) is the permeability ratio of two tubes, decimal. \( V_{FA} \) is the total volume of injected foaming agents solution, PV. \( \text{EOR}_{KB} \) is the EOR of the tube with bigger permeability, %. \( \text{EOR}_{KS} \) is the EOR of the tube with smaller permeability, %.

The comparisons of the experimental results and the formulae (10) and (11) calculational results are depicted in Fig. 32 and Fig. 33. From Fig. 32 and Fig. 33, it can be seen that the calculational results can basically match the experimental results, which means formulae (10) and (11) can be applied to predict and study the air injection EOR effects in the heterogeneity reservoir formations.

![Fig. 32. The Final Recovery Factor Experimental and Calculational Results Comparison](image1)

![Fig. 33. The EOR Experimental and Calculational Results Comparison](image2)

5 Conclusion

The following conclusions can be made by analyzing the results of the experiments:

1. The best LTO effects can be gained by injecting deoxygenated air with 8% of oxygen into the target reservoir or reservoirs similar to it according to the studies. Moreover, the safety can be ensured because the oxygen concentration in the produced gas from the outlets was within the safety limits.

2. The best oxidation time was about 168 hours according to the experiments. However, when applied in the oil field production, this time period can be extended due to the existence of heterogeneity and the channeling tunnels according to the specific oil reservoir.

3. The best air injection rate was optimized as 0.3ml/min \((7.41 \times 10^{-4} \text{PV/min})\) according to the EOR
results of the air injection period. This conclusion can be applied into the other similar oil field production after converting according to the reservoir parameters.

4. The higher the temperature was, the better the oil will be oxidized and the better the effects of the air flooding will be. However, the difference were not so obvious when the temperature was more than 105°C. So, the LTO effects under the initial condition was considered relatively good.

5. The recovery factor can be effectively enhanced by foam flooding.

6. The larger the permeability ratio was, the higher the EOR will be obtained by air-foam injection, especially in the formation which permeability ratio was larger.

7. Some formulae reveal the relationships of EOR and the parameters of the air injection and air-foam injection were deduced, which can provide some references for the study of the application of air injection technologies into some other similar low permeable oil reservoirs.
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